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The environmental heat flux routine version 4, (EHFR-4) isl
a Generalized computer proaram which calculates the steady 1
state and/or transient thermal environments/experienced by a |
space system during lunar surface, deep space, or thermal vac-|
uum chamber operation. The specific environments possible for |
EHFR analysis include: (1) lunar plain, (2) lunar crater. (3) j
combined lunar plain and crater. (4) lunar plain in the regionj
of spacecraft surfarPsT (R) intravehicular.(6 deeo soace in j
the reaion of spacecraft surfaces, and (7) thermal vacuum chamj-
ber operation. j
A reference coordinate svstem is used bv the EHFR to reoref
sent the space system for which the thermal environments are to
HP ralrulated. Thp rpferpnrp rnnrrlinat-p <:y«:tpm rnncisrs nf a i
aeometric nodal model which mav be arranged in several differ-!
ent nodal configurations (modes). The EHFR has a capability of]
storing the data for a 420 node model, with nodes arranged in!
3 modes, and up to 20 coatinas available for each node. Ref-
erence coordinate svstem data stored within the routine may be!
updated durina initiation of proaram execution. The Apollo j
Fvtravphirular Mobility Unit (FMII), FMII-IRV, anH FMII-STM Ray j
reference coordinate systems are currently stored in the, EHFR.!
Output from the EHFR is on paper and magnetic tape. Magne-
tic tape is in a format compatable with thermal digital Simula}
tors which analyze the EMU, EMU-LRV, and EMU-SIM Bay.
The EHFR has been used for EMU environment anal vs is of the
Apollo Il-l7r/missions. EMU manned and unmanned thermal vacuum
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" The Environmental Heat Flux Routine-Version 4 (EHFR-4) 1s a gen-
eralized computer program which calculates the steady-state and/or transient
thermal environments experienced by a space system during lunar surface, deep
space, or thermal vacuum chamber operation. The specific environments possible
for EHFR analysis Include: (1) lunar plain, (2) lunar crater, (3) combined lunar
plain and crater, (4) lunar plain In the region of spacecraft surfaces, (5)
intravehicular, (6) deep space in the region of spacecraft surfaces, and (7)
thermal vacuum chamber operation.
The EHFR analytical approach/techniques, geometric thermal models,
and users instructions are documented in this report. The program was developed
by the Vought Systems Division (VSD) of the LTV Aerospace Corporation under
contract (NAS9-7644) to the-NASA-Johnson Space Center.
A reference coordinate system is used by, the EHFR to represent the
space system for which the thermal environments are to be calculated. The
reference coordinate system consists of a geometric nodal model which may be
arranged in several different nodal configurations (modes). The reference
coordinate system data employed by and stored within the EHFR consists of:
geometric model nodal coordinate data, nodal self-blockage data, node-coatings
composition data, and curves of coating absorptivity as a function of source
emission temperature. The EHFR has the capability of storing the data for a
420 node model, with nodes arranged in 3 modes, and up to 20 coatings avail-
able for each node. Reference coordinate system data stored within the routine
may be updated during initiation of program execution. The Apollo Extravehicular
Mobility Unit (EMU), Scientific Instruments Module Bay (SIM Bay), and Lunar
Roving Vehicle (LRV) reference coordinate systems are currently stored 1n the
EHFR {Figure 1-1).
Lunar surface radiosities in the solar and infrared energy regions
which are incident .on .the reference, coordinate system are determined in the
EHFR. These radiosities are calculated by performing a heat balance on an
adiabatic lunar surface. Lunar craters are represented by spherical segments
which closely approximate the geometry of newly formed craters. Lunar crater
shadowing at low sun angles is considered in the analysis. Spacecraft sur-
faces and shadow areas located on the lunar plain which affect the reference
coordinate system environment are simulated by a series of'flat plates which
are arranged according to EHFR user specification. Single reflections between
these spacecraft surfaces and the lunar plain are considered in the radiosity
analysis. Reference coordinate system solar shadowing and infrared blockage
by the spacecraft surfaces are considered. Perturbations of the lunar environ-
ment caused by the reference coordinate system are considered small and are
neglected.
The intravehicular environment is simulated by a rectangular en-
closure which emits energy in the infrared spectrum. Enclosure size and
temperatures are specified by the user.
The energy sources in the deep space environment option includes
solar emissions and spacecraft surface radiosities. As with the lunar plain
option, the spacecraft surfaces are simulated by a series of flat plates.
are arranged by the user, include a single diffuse reflection of the solar
energy, and consider solar shadowing of the reference coordinate system.
The energies considered for thermal vacuum chamber environment
analyses include simulated direct solar radiation, Lunar Surface Thermal
Simulator (LSTS) flux infrared heater element emission, solar albedo background,
infrared background, and crater floor emitted energy. Direct solar radiation
is modeled as collimated flux passing through an imaginary grid perpendicular
to the solar rays. Values of the solar flux on each grid element are input
from calibration data to permit analysis of non-uniform simulated solar environ-
ments on the test article (reference coordinate system) nodes. The floor is
subdivided into a large array of finite nodes to allow non-uniform temperature .
distributions to be evaluated. Solar and infrared backgrounds are taken into
account through input tabulations with the data interpolated within the routine.
LSTS heater element inclination angles and operation temperatures are input.
View factors from test article nodes to the floor and LSTS heater elements are
calculated within the routine with the orientations being completely general.
An option of the EHFR permits the user to calculate the LSTS zone power settings
and infrared heater element temperatures by requiring a least-squares match
of the absorbed energy from a real environment (crater, plain, etc.) on the
sum of the reference coordinate system nodal surfaces.
The EHFR has been successfully utilized for EMU environment analysis
of the Apollo 11-17 missions, EMU manned and unmanned thermal vacuum chamber
qualification testing, and EMU-Lunar rover vehicle interface and environment
analyses. The generalized nature of the EHFR makes it applicable for environ-
mental calculations for many other space systems such as Lunar Module, ALSEP,
etc.
The Multiple Reflections Routine (MRR) is a companion routine to
the EHFR which reads the magnetic tape output from the EHFR and an independently
generated set of model surface interchange factors and then calculates the reflected
energy between the model surfaces. This routine was developed to increase the























Thermal digital simulation routines for analysis of space operational
systems require an environmental radiant heat flux time line to be data input
during program execution. Previously funded studies by NASA-JSC have produced
several computer programs which calculated thermal environments during orbital
operationl*, and during activity on a lunar plain or in a crater2. As a com-
plementary routine to the thermal digital simulators, the environmental heat
flux routine (EHFR) was written incorporating existing environment programs
and developing additional subroutines as necessary to calculate other expected
space system operational environments.
The resulting routine was programmed in a modular fashion using
computer overlay techniques for data and subprogram handling. This has resulted
in a flexible program into which additional space system modules and environ-
mental programs may be incorporated. To simplify the input, the reference
coordinate system data which represents a space system is stored in the EHFR.
The multiple reflections routine was developed as a companion
program to the EHFR to account for the solar and infrared spectra energy reflec-
tion and absorption between the various portions of the reference coordinate
system. The use of the EHFR, MRR, and the thermal simulators is shown in
Figure 2-1. As shown in the figure, the magnetic tape output of the EHFR is
input to the MRR or may be used directly by the thermal simulators. If the
EHFR tape is used by the thermal simulation routines directly, only self
blockage is accounted for. The MRR processes the EHFR data tape to account for
multiple reflections. The MRR output tape is of the same format as the EHFR
and is then used for thermal simulator input.
Figure 2-2 demonstrates the role the EHFR might play in relation
to other analysis systems. With model modifications and/or additions the
EHFR may be used to provide heat flux to a radiator design program.
*











































FIOUR? 2.2 RADIATOR DESIGN SYSTEM
3.0 REFERENCE COORDINATE SYSTEM
The groundrules, analytical techniques, and the approach used to
develop a reference coordinate system (RCS) for representation of a space
system are discussed in this section of the report.
3.1 Description, Approach and Groundrules
The RCS is a geometric model of a space system that has the
constituent nodes arranged in predetermined positions. Three such models are
illustrated in Figure 1.1 and others may be generated by the user. Each model
may have several nodal arrangements, called modes, which represent the various
space system configurations anticipated during operation. By having the RCS
nodes in predetermined modes, the ability to change the model configuration
was achieved with straight-forward program logic and simplified data input.
The user has the option to update an existing model or replace one of the
existing models in its entirety.
Nodes within a reference coordinate system are described in the
geometrical sign convention shown in Figure 3.1. Each surface (or node) is
described by coordinates, X, Y, and Z measured from the RCS origin to the
center of node and by azimuth elevation angles measured with respect to the
surface normal. Azimuth angles may have values from 0 to 360 degrees but the














This section presents the governing equations and analytical
techniques used in the EHFR to calculate the reference coordinate system
thermal environments. These equations are presented in general form which
is independent of the environment characterization. Derivation of the
equation forms presented herein can be obtained from any of several com-
petent heat transfer books. The equations used in the characterization of
environment energy sources are described in Section 4.0. The equation
symbols are defined in Section 7.0.
(.
3.2.1 Absorbed and Incident Heat
The environmental heat absorbed by and incident on an RCS node
consists of energies in the infrared and solar spectrum. These energies
are calculated in the EHFR by:
y <3-r>
H • *„ E Fn.s[»fr + V <3-2)
s
The program calculates and prints out the various environment energy source
contributions in addition to the total incident and absorbed energies.
The equations/methods used to determine the geometric form factors (F0_s)»
and RCS node absorptivity (a ) are presented in the following subsections.
3.2.2 Coordinate Transformations
The EHFR timeline point input data locates and orients the
reference coordinate system with respect to the environment origin. The
RCS node coordinates and unit normal vector data are transformed to
absolute values with respect to the environment origin for use in cal-
culating geometric form factor data. The transformations are shown
graphically in Figure 3-2 and the equations presented below:
Xse = Xr cos *Q - Yr sin 4>Q + XQ (3-3)
Yse = Yr cos *o + Xr sin *0
 + Yo (3'4)
Zse = Zr + Zo <3-5>






RCS ORIGIN LOCATION (Xo, Yo, Zo)
-*. Xse
FIGURE 3-2 RCS NODE TRANSFORMATION SCHEMATIC
3.2.3 Form Factor Calculations
The EHFR employs numerical techniques in the calculation of the
RCS node to heat source diffuse geometric form factors. This technique
uses Infinitesimal (differential) areas and numerical summations to evaluate
the form factor Integral equation. The EHFR automatically subdivides each
environmental heat source into small areas for use 1n these calculations.
The governing equation used by the EHFR is presented below with Figure 3-3
showing the geometric relationships.
F = 1 £ Fubi cos 6r cos 6S1- dAsi ' (3-8)n-s ,j _,
TT R '
The RCS self blockage term, Fubi, is calculated using the techniques
described in Section 3.2.4. The angle cosines are evaluated by the EHFR
using vector analyses:
cos 6r = IV . R (3-9)
cos esi = NSJ . (-"R) (3-10)
!Nsll I'M
with the vectors evaluated in the following form:
"
 = (cos 8 cos
 ^ ^
1 + (cos 9 sln
 *
)jse se se se
(sin 6se)k (3-11)
9si cos *s1*1 + (cos 8si sin *si^ j
. + (sin e $ . )k (3-12)
R = ( x s i - x s e ) i + ( Y S 1 -Y s e ) j
The EHFR automatically checks the calculated form factors to
assure that the resulting summation is within 3% of those determined using
analytical integration methods. This form factor check criteria was
developed in Appendix A of Reference 3:
dAsi
—I1 < 0.04 (3-14)
10




FIGURE 3-4 RCS SELF-BLOCKAGE QUADRANTS
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If this equation is not satisfied during EHFR calculations, the EHFR either
further subdivides the environmental heat source area or ends environmental
computation with a printed diagnostic.
3.2.4 RCS Self-Blockage
Environment energy blockage by other RCS nodes is approximated
by the EHFR considering the direction of energy source and the location of
the blocking RCS nodes. The RCS node unblocked view to space in four direc-
tions is stored input to the routine. The routine calculates the direction
of the energy source incoming radiation and alters the quantity of energy
incident on the RCS node by the percentage of unblocked view to space in that
direction. The remainder of this subsection explains the details of self-,
blockage analyses. !
Figure 3-4 shows schematically the four directions or quadrants
used for self blockage analysis. Quadrants 1 and 2 are separated from
quadrants 3 and 4 by the imaginary plane (plane P) formed by a line on the
RCS node parallel to the X-Y plane and the RCS node normal vector. Quadrants
1 and 4 are separated from quadrants 2 and 3 by an imaginary plane (plane S)
which is perpendicular to plane P and includes the RCS node normal vector.
Two energy sources are shown in Figure 3-4: energy source 1 (dAsl) which
is located in the quadrant 4 direction, and energy source 2 (dAso) which is
located in the quadrant 2 direction.
The quadrant number from which direction environment energy ori-
ginates and the unblocked RCS node view of space in that quadrant are used
to modify the geometric form factor (via Fubi in equation 3-8) and thus the
incident energy on the RCS node.
Fubi = Fse (i ) (3-15)
The quadrant number of the energy source, i , is determined from
the azimuth and inclination angles between the RCS node normal and RCS
node to energy source vectors. The angles are defined in Figure 3-5.


















Vector analysis is used by the EHFR to determine the sign of these angles.
For the azimuth angle:
sin A1 = |R* x N~r [ = [A|
where
Nr = (cos 4>se)i + (sin <j,se
(YS1 -
A. = R1 x
now substituting
A = [(Ys1 - (cos. t ) - (X$1
By definition of the azimuth angle we find that
sign [ A1] = sign [sin A1] = sign [AZ]
For the inclination angle:
where
sin B' = N!r
rr
_kH
Nr = (cos e£
x R"
|R"
.e)J + sin ese k
R" = R'J + (Zs. - Zse)k
B = N x R
substituting
(s1n.$se)]k =
B = [ ( c o s e s e ) (Zs. - Zse) -
B - (Bz) i
(sines e)]1
By definition of the inclination angle, we find that
sign [B1] = sign [sin B'] = sign [B ]
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The RCS node unblocked view to space for each quadrant, F (iq),
is determined prior to initiating EHFR analysis. The unblocked view to
space is calculated by
The quadrant location of RCS node i is determined using the vector analyses
described above. For no blockage to a particular quadrant, Fse(iq) is 0.25.
For full blockage (no energy incident on RCS node n), Fse(iq) is 0.0.
3.2.5 Coatings/Materials Absorptivity
The absorptivity- temperature curves stored in the EHFR are
interpolated to determine the RCS node absorptivity to incident environment
energy. Infrared energy absorptivity is calculated using the emission
temperature of the energy source with simple linear interpolation of the
tabulated absorptivity temperature values. Solar energy (either direct or
reflected) absorptivity is interpolated using an assumed energy source
temperature of 10,460°R.
The EHFR has the capability for storing 10 absorptivity- temperature
values for each of the twenty coatings/materials that are available for
the reference coordinate system. In the event that the specified energy
source temperature is less than the minimum temperature on the absorptivity-
temperature curve, the EHFR extrapolates to find the absorptivity. For the
case where the source temperature is greater than the maximum curve tempera-
ture, the routine uses absorptivity value that corresponds to maximum curve
temperature.
3.2.6 Adiabatic Wall Temperature
The adiabatic wall temperature is calculated by the EHFR for
quick comparisons of test/flight data with expected RCS node surface
temperatures. The EHFR assumes for these calculations that all environ-
ment energy absorbed is re-radiated by the RCS node with no radiant inter-
change taking place with other RCS nodes: The EHFR equations are developed
as follows:
<W • An « « £ Fn_, (T^bw - 1*) + An[(l - Z Fn.t) fe a TJbw - Q)
where:
0 . = 0 for an adiabatic surface
net
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4.0 ENVIRONMENT CHARACTERIZATION ,
4.1 Intravehicular Environment
The intravehicular environment consists of the energy emitted by
the interior of a spacecraft. This interior is represented by a six sided
enclosure; the size of which is determined by user input data. Each surface •
of the enclosure may be set at a different temperature. If the width, height,
and depth are not input, the program logic defines the enclosure as a 4 ft x
7 ft x 6.5 ft parallelepiped. The user may also enter a thermal emissivity for
the enclosure or use the value stored in the program. It is important when
using the Intravehicular environment option that the enclosure be large enough
to enclose the model without Intersecting any part of that model. The routine
prints an error message when the model surface to enclosure form factor cal-
culation indicates the surfaces are too close for the assumptions used in the
form factor calculation to remain valid.
i
4.2 Lunar Plain
The lunar plain environment consists of the infrared energy emitted
by the lunar surface and the solar energy reflected from the lunar surface.
Lunar plain radiosity is calculated from the following equations:
(B.r)p = a S sin 6 = ^  a Tj
(Bs)p = (1-a) S sin 6
Best available data indicate that the solar absorptivity of the lunar surface
is approximately 0.93; therefore (Bs)p is the smaller of the two terms. The
angle, 6, is the sun elevation angle measured from the lunar plain and S is
the solar constant , 442 BTU/hr-ft2.




The shadow temperature, Tsh, is input by the user. Lunar plain shadow areas
are rectangular shaded with sides parallel to the X and Y axes. A total of
ten such lunar plain shadow areas may be set up by the user. These shadow
areas are automatically broken up into elemental areas by the routine for
form factor calculations between the model and shadow. An adjustment of the
total lunar plain energy is made to account for any shadow areas input.
17
4.3 Lunar Crater
The lunar crater environment consists of the surface radiosity >
incident upon the reference coordinate system. Basic program logic for
calculating the lunar crater environment originated from Reference 2. Slight
modifications were made ;to the crater logic to improve calculation efficiency
and reduce computer time-requirements. The lunar crater radiositles are
calculated from the following equations:
Shaded Areas -
p S Sin 6
B - - I T . S
s,c Ms j 2[2-psCl-Cos 9)J
Lighted Areas -
cts a$ S Cos a (1-Cos 6)
Bir,c ' £T Bs,c + I2-ps (l-cos 6)3
a Tc = eirps Bs,c + Bir,c
The crater is broken into 10,000 nodes formed by a series of radial lines and
concentric circle lines when viewed from above. Form factors are calculated
for each crater node to reference coordinate system node. If the crater nodes
are too large for accurate form factor calculations, the routine subdivides the
nodes that are too large.
4.4 . Thermal Vacuum Chamber
This option allows the user to model the heat flux environment of
the NASA-JSC thermal vacuum chamber B and the LTV-VSD ten-foot diameter thermal
vacuum chamber. The chamber environment consists of the flux from the chamber
floor, lunar surface thermal simulator (LSTS), solar screen, and chamber back-
ground. Thermocouple data is input to the routine and establishes the floor
temperature. Various lunar surface thermal simulators have been used which
are composed of tiers of moveable lamps (or heaters). The routine accepts tem-
perature and position data for the lamps to calculate the LSTS flux contribution.
Solar screen data is obtained by calibrating the test volume flux with chamber
solar lamp setting and then inputting the data into the EHFR. Background flux
is obtained by subtracting all known source contributions from the flux inci-
dent on the test volume. Once the chamber has been calibrated and the heat
flux data on the test volume is known, the EHFR can generate the incident and
absorbed heat flux on a reference coordinate system.
The EHFR has the capability of determining the required LSTS lamp
temperatures and positions to give a specified heat flux on a test volume. A
least squares numerical technique is used to match LSTS lamp power to give
the test volume flux environment desired. This capability has been used numerous





The deep space environment consists of incident direct solar energy
only. Fourteen spacecraft surfaces may be created and input by the user to
interact with the reference coordinate system (RCS). One-bounce reflected
energy is taken into account in spacecraft surface to RCS interaction. The
sun angle is input in a manner similar to that used in the Lunar Plain Option.
19
5-0 EHFR Users Manual
The Environmental Heat Flux Routine Version 1», (EHFR-U)9was
written in Fortran V for use on the NASA-MSC Univac 1108 .computer employing
an Exec II Processor. The users.manual presented in the following sub-
sections contains the necessary information to prepare input data, to sub-
mit computer runs, and to successfully execute the various environmental
timelines and program,options.
5.1 NASA-MSC Run Submission Requirements
For operation on the MSC Univac 1108 system, using overlay pro-
visions, the EHFR-H program is stored on magnetic tape with the input data
deck and appropriate monitor controls submitted on punched cards. The
Univac 1108 peripheral equipment (tape units and high speed drums) required
by the EHFR, shown in Table 5-1> must be specified by monitor control cards.
The order of monitor control and data deck card set up is as follows:
J Z - RUN
X , N - MSG FILE - REQ. - - TAPE 2 rr FHll32 - 2,
o
i - ASG - A = XXXXX (Program Tape Number)
4- - ASG - C = SAVE (Environmental Output Tape to be Saved)
o
X - XQT - CUR
o
- - TRW - A
- - IN - A
- - TRI - A
I E.- XQT - PROG
DATA CARDS (See Section 5-1*)
^ - EOF
Additional "8 - ASG" cards to specify other peripheral equipment
may be.required when the tape manipulation options are exercised.
20
The data- deck and control card set up must"be accompanied by a
MSC Form 588 run request card for submittal. The input tape numbers,
output tapes necessary, problem run time and output required are designated
on the run request card. If output tapes are to be saved, a separate tape
reel label (MSC Form 87*0 for each tape must also be submitted with the
run. A method for estimating problem run time and program output ( required
on the MSC Form 588) is presented in the following section.
TABLE 5-1
INPUT/OUTPUT UNITS REFERENCED BY EHFR-
File Name Logical Unit Type
Unit No.





















Tape Input Parametric Properties
Evaluation Input Tape
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5.2 Run Time and Output Estimation
The run time of the EHFR-.1+ may be estimated for Univac 1108
execution by using the following equation:
RTIME = U + NT., + \ (1 + N ) x NTC + 35 x NT_ x NIV j S Lr JjO C
+ 2 x NTV + i x NTC « i NDS
where:
RTIME = Computer run time, minutes.
NT7 = Number of intravehicular timeline points.
N = Number of space craft surfaces and lunar plain
shadow areas.
NT_ = Number of lunar plain timeline points (number ofLP
card B2's for the lunar plain environment).
NT_ = Number of lunar crater timeline points.LC
N
 T = Number of thermal vacuum chamber timeline points.
(Include number of LESTER* option points to be run.)
!!„,- = Number of tape combining option points specified °r
the number of timeline points on the parametric pro-
perties evaluated input tape.
N = Number of lunar craters. ^
c . . . . - • - . .. _. • .
N^_ = Number of deep space timeline points.Do
The printed output from the EHFR-1| may be estimated by:
NPAGES = 9 x (Hiy + NL? + N^ + NTV + N^) + 55
where:
NPAGES = Number of pages of printed output.
The number of pages of printed output may be somewhat less
than estimated above if the print out of the reference coordinate system
data, node-material composition data, material absorptivity data, and/or
stored chamber data are omitted'.1
* LESTER - Least Squares fit of LSTS zone temperature require-
ments, Section U.lt.
22
5.3 Output Tape Manipulation Options
Three tape manipulation options are available to the EHFR user
to permit maximum utilization pf previously generated environment output
tapes. These options consist of the output tape combining option, the
parametric properties evaluation option, and the tape read and print op-
tion. Descriptions of the three options are presented in the subsections
that follow;
*
5.3.1 Output Tape Combining Option
A tape combining option (TCO) capable of assembling a new environ-
ment heat flux timeline from one or several previously generated timelines
is available to the EHFR user. This option enables the user to eliminate
the lengthy program run times associated with the generation of lunar
crater environmental timeline conditions which have been run previously
and are available on magnetic tapes.1
The tape combining option selects a user specified timeline point
from a designated logical tape unit, assigns the mission time desired for
the new timeline, and writes the selected environmental heat flux and
mission time on the new flux output tape. The tape combining option can be
used in conjunction with the other ntfFR'. environment options to generate
an output tape with a mixture of new environmental conditions and previously
generated environmental conditions.
As an example of the option -use, consider the output tape generated
during the pre-mission analysis of the EMU operating in a lunar crater
environment. During post mission analyses, mission anomalies and different
sequencing of events than originally analyzed would necessitate the genera- '
tion of a new environmental heat flux timeline. By re-sequencing the
events of the pre-mission environment output tape (using the tape combin-
ing option) and generating additional timeline points, the post mission
environmental timeline can be assembled at a fraction of the computer time
necessary to generate it without the TCO.
Any number of output tapes may be used during TCO utilization
with the limit being the number of Univac 1108 tape drives available for
use. The following tape drives are not available for TCO use due to EHFR
program requirements and Univac 1108 system restrictions (also see Table 5-1)







"7Each tape required for TCO input must also be specified by a TT
ASG" monitor control card (as discussed in Section 5.l). '.
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5-3.2 Parametric Properties Evaluation Option
The parametric properties evaluation option (rPF,6) permits the
EHFR user to parametrically evaluate the effects of different material
absorptivities (infrared and solar spectra) on the thermal performance
of a system without having to- regenerate the'given environmental timeline.
As with the TCO, the availability and use of environments from previously
generated output tapes enables the user to not repeat the lengthy program
run times associated with the generation of lunar crater or other environ-
ments .
From an.existing environment timeline tape the PPEO reads the solar
and infrared incident energies, multiplies them by the new absorptivities
(which are user input), and calculates a new absorbed heat flux. The out-
put tape generated by the PPEO consists of the new absorbed heat flux com-
bined with the existing activity timeline and incident energies of the in-
put tape. The PPEO input tape must be mounted on logical tape unit 7
(file-E) and must be specified by a "7/8-ASG" monitor control, card (see
Section 5-1).
5.3.3 Output Tape Read and Print Option
The tape read and print option (TRPO) enables the EHFR user to
print the nodal absorbed and incident energies, the environment conditions,
and activity timelines from a previously generated output tape. The TRPO
will permit the efficient use of a library of environmental output tapes
by many different EHFR users due to readily available timeline printouts
which are necessary for setting up/running the tape combining and -parametric
properties evaluation options.
.The environment tape which is to be input and printed by the TRPO
must be mounted on logical tape unit 7 (file E) and must be specified by
a "7/8-ASG" monitor control card (see Section 5.1).
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5.U Data Card Preparation
An explanation of the data card input required by the EHFR-k is
prenentod in thin section of the report. The data Input cun be described
in terms of ten sets of cards specifying the various environments,
options, and timelines, available to the program user:
Card No.'
Prefix Input Data or Option Section
A Updating of Stored Program Data 5-1*.!
B Environment Selection and Time-
line Specification 5.^ .2
C Intravehicular Environment ' 5-4.3
D . Lunar Plain Environment 5.h.k
E ' Lunar Crater Environment 5-^.5
F Thermal Vacuum Chamber
Environment 5-^.6
G Tape Combining Option 5.^ .7
H Parametric Properties Eva-
luation Option • 5.1^ .8
I Output Tape Read ahd Print Option 5.**.9
J- • Deep Space - ± •-- 5.A.10
1
 v
-The flow chart of Figure 5-1, showing the data card order and
requirements, is intended to supplement the input card descriptions of the
following subsections.
Floating point data input is designated by the format specifica-
tion "F". The decimal point for this data may be written in any column of
the field and its position will override the indicated position in the
format specification. Integer data input, as designated by the Format "I",


































5.^ .1 Updating Stored Program Data
Columns Format Nomenclature Description
t
Card Al Title Card
1-70 1^A5 TITLE Any alphameric characters to be printed
as a page title.
CardA2 Stored data specification indices
1-U Ik IREF Reference coordinate system model, index*.
= -1, New coordinate system. System to
be input*}*
= 0,1, EMU Model
= 2-, EMU-LRV Model
= 3, EMU-SIM Model
5-8 Ik IN2 Number of modes to be input (as mode addi-
tions and/or complete mode changes).**
9-12- Ik IN3 Number of individual nodes for which
changes in data are to be input*1?
13-16 Ik INU Reference coordinate system print index.
= 1, Print all coordinate data for each
mode
= 0, Omit coordinate data print.
17-20 Ik IN5 Node - Material composition data change
index*.*
= 0, No changes.
= 1, Individual node materials to be'
changed.
= 2, Node-material composition data for
all nodes to be input
21-21* ik IN6 Number of individual nodes for which new
material composition data is to be input
(needed only for IN5 = l).
25-28 IU IN7 Node material composition print index.
= 1, Print node composition data.
=0, Omit printing this data.
* See Table 5-2 and Appendix A thru C for mode, node data:
** For IREF = -1; IN2 must be > 0, IN3 must be = 0,













































































Number of absorptivity-temperature data
curves to be added or changed, (maximum
allowed is 20 ).
Absorptivity-temperature data print
index.
= 1, Print data.
= 0, Omit printing this data.
Number of new LSTS IR lamp systems to
be input, (maximum allowed is 3).
Number of individual IR lamps for which
new coordinate data is to be input.
LSTS IR lamp system print index.
= -1, All LSTS systems to be printed.
= 0, Omit printing this data.
= 1, MSC LSTS data to be printed.
= 2, LTV LSTS data to be printed.
The number of nodes for the new ref-
erence coordinate system. (For
IREF = -1 only). Maximum is k20\
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Columns Format Nomenclature Description
Card All Mode addition/change (Omit for IN2 = 0)
!.-)) J.U M Mode number bo bu Input.
5-8 Blank
9-13 A5 MODE Mode name.
Repeat Card A^ followed by the appropriate number of Card A5's for IN2
number of times, (Figure 5-1).
Card A5 Node data input (for use with mode addition/change or with node
data change).
1-8 F8.3 XR X position of node center, in.
9-16 F8.3 YR Y position of node center, in.
17-2^  F8.3 ZR Z position of node center, in.
25-32 F8.3 0R . Azimuth angle of node surface normal,
degrees.
33-UO F8.3 6R Inclination angle of node surface
normal, degrees.
U1-U8 F8.3 A Area of node, ft2.
U9-56 F8.3 FSE(l) Node unblocked view to space from
quadrant 1.
57-6U F8.3 FSE(2) Node unblocked view to space from
quadrant 2.
65-72 F8.3 FSE(3) Node unblocked view to space from
quadrant 3.
73-80 F8.3 FSE(U) Node unblocked view to space from
quadrant h.
Card A5 must be supplied for each node.
Card A6 Node Data Change Specification. (Omit for IN3 = 0).
1-U Ik M Mode Number
5-8 lit N Node Number
Repeat Card A6 followed by one Card A5 for INS number of times, (Figure 5-1)
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XColumns Format Nomenclature Description
Card AO Individual Node Material Change Specification. (Omit for




* • MTRL(N) Node N material composition number.
Repeat Card A8 for IN6 number of times
Card A9





Repeat Card A9 the appropriate number of times to supply the
composition data for each node.
Material Absorptivity Curve Change Specification.
(Omit for IBB = 0).
[U J Material number for absorptivity
versus temperature curve change.
A5 MAT(J)
Card All (Omit for IN8 = 0)
1-80 10F8.3 TEMAT (L)
Blank
Material name - Alphameric
characters
Temperature, °R, of curve point L,
material J. 10 Curve points required.
Temperatures must be input in ascending
order.
Card A12 (Omit for IN8 = 0)
1-80 10F8.3 ALFMAT (L) Material absorptivity of curve point
L, material J. 10 curve points required.
Absorptivities must correspond to the
appropriate temperatures on Card All.
Repeat Card A10 followed by Card All and Card A12 for IN8 number of times
(Figure 5-1) to describe the absorptivity-temperatures curve changes/
additions. —
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Columns Format Nomenclature Description


















Chamber index number to be input.
Number of LSTS power zones,
(Maximum allowed is 6).
Number of heater element tiers in zone 1,
(Maximum allowed is 3).
In zone 2.
Number of heater elements in tier 1
of zone 1.
Number elements in tier 2 of zone 1.
Number elements in tier 3 of zone 1.
Repeat Card All* for NZ number of times to describe the number of heater
elements in each tier for the number of zones.





Perpendicular distance of pivot
from element center, in.
Parallel distance of pivot from
element center, in.
Columns Format Nomenclature • Description
Card AJ/i Heater Element Coordinate Data
1-8 F8.3 XL(IC,IZ,IT,IL) X position of element center from
chamber origin, in.
9-16 F8.3 YL(IC,IZ,IT,IL) Y position of element center from
chamber origin, in.
n-2k F8.3^ - ZL(IC,IZ,IT,IL) Z position of 'element center from
chamber origin, in.
25-32 F8.3 0L(IC,IZ,IT,IL) Azimuth angle of element surface
normal, degrees.
33-1*0 F8.3 6L(IC,IZ,IT,IL) Inclination angle of .element normal
at zero degree tier angle, degrees.
U1-U8 F8.3 AL(IC,IZ,IT,IL) Heater element area, ft2.
For Card Al6 following Card. A15, repeat Card Al6 to describe the lamp
coordinates in the following order, each element, in each tier, and then
in each zone, (Figure 5-1).
Card AIT Individual Heater Element Change Specification. (Omit for INJ.1 = 0)
1-U jit 1C Chamber index number.
5-8 Ik IZ • Zone number.
9-12 lU IT Tier number.
13-16 Ik IL Heater element number
Repeat Card AIT followed by one Card Al6 for IN11 number of times ,
(Figure 5-1).
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Environment Selection and. Timeline Specification.
Columns Format, Nomencalture Description
Card B3 Environment Selection
1_U iU IENV Environment index
= 1 Intravehicular
= 2 Lunar Plain
= 3 Lunar Crater
= U Thermal Vacuum Chamber
i'
= 5 Thermal Vacuum Chamber LESTER
Option
= 6 Tape Combining Option
= 7 Parametric Properties Evaluation
Option
= 8 Output tape read and print option
= 9 Deep Space Environment













= 1 Full print
= 0 Short print
= -1 Summary print
Mode Index (See Table 5-2 and
Appendix A).
Mission time, hrs.
TIME > 0 , Compute environment
TIME < 0, Tape end of file and
program end.
TIME = 0, Change the environment,
new card Bl to be read
Length of time reference coordinate
system remains in this position, hrs.



















RCS Y position, ft.
RCS height above local surface, ft.
RCS azimuth position, degrees.
= 0 back to sun
=+l80 front to sun
Blank
RCS optional thermal contact tempera-
ture °R. If blank, the program calcu-
lates the RCS contact temperature based
on local surface conditions.
Repeat Card B2 as many times as necessary to describe the RCS position -
mode - time for a particular environment.
5.U.3 Intravehicular Environment
IENV = 1 on Card Bl




17-2U . F8.3 TSC(3)
25-32 F8.3 TSC(U)
33-140 . F8.3 TSC(5)








Temperature of vehicle interior
surface 1, °F
Temperature of vehicle interior
surface 2,°F
Temperature of vehicle interior
surface 3, °F
Temperature of vehicle interior
surf ace. V?F
Temperature of vehicle interior
deck, °F
Temperature of. vehicle interior
overhead, °F
Vehicle width in x direction, ft.
If blank, program sets WX = U.O
Vehicle width in Y direction, Ft.
If blank, program sets WY = 7.0
Vehicle interior height , ft .














5.k.U Lunar Plain Environment
IENV = 2 on.'Card Bl. .
















































Number of space craft surfaces, (Maxi-
mum of ll* allowed).
Number of lunar plain shadow areas.
(Maximum of 10 allowed).
Sun angle above the -X axis horizon,
deg. If SUND < 0, program uses lunar
night conditions of -290°F lunar
surface temperature .
Lunar surface solar absorptivity.
If blank, the program sets AMOON =
0.93.
Lunar surface I.R. emissivity. If
blank, the program sets EMOON = 0.93.
Specification. (Omit for ISC = 0)
X position of surface i, ft.
Y position of surface i, ft.
Z position of surface i, ft.
Azimuth angle of surface i normal, deg
Inclination angle of surface i normal,
deg.
Width of -surface i, ft.
Height of surface i, ft.
I.R. emissivity of surface i.
Solar absorptivity of surface i .
Temperature of surface i, °F. If =
-1*60. , the program assumes that the
surface is adiabatic and calculates
the adiabatic surface temperature.
Repeat Card D2 for ISC number of times to describe each spacecraft surface.
Maximum number of surfaces allowed is 14.
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Columns Format Nomenclature Description
Curd D3 Lunar Plain Shadow Are/is JJpeciJ'icution (Omit for 1BD = 0)
1-8 F8.3 XS(l) X position of shadow area center
i, ft.
9-16 F8.3 YS(I) Y position of shadow area center
i, ft.
17-21* F8.3 WX(I) Shadow width in X direction, Ft.
25-32 F8.3 WY(I) Shadow: >width in Y direction, Ft.
33-kO F8.3 TSH('I) Shadow Temperature, °F.
Ul-48 F8.3 XS(l +11) X position of shadow area center
i + 1, Ft.
1*9-56 F8.3 XS(I + 1) Y position of shadow area center
i + 1, Ft.
57-6H F8.3 WX (I + 1) Shadow width in X direction, Ft.
65-72 F8.3 WY (I + 1) Shadow width in Y direction, Ft.
73-80 F8.3 TSH (I + 1) Shadow Temperature, °F
Repeat Card D3 as many times as necessary to describe ISD number of
shadow areas.
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5.^-5 Lunar Crater Environment




















Number of craters (Maximum of 100
allowed)
Sun angle above the -X axis horizon,
deg.
Lunar surface solar absorptivity. If
blank, the program sets AMOON = 0.93.
Lunar surface I.E. absorptivity. If
blank, the program sets EMOON = 0.93.
Crater i diameter, ft.
Crater i depth, ft.
Crater i X position of crater center,
ft.
Crater i Y position of crater center,
ft.
Repeat Card E2 as many times as necessary to describe ISC Number of craters.
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5 .1*. .6 Thermal Vacuum Chamber Environment
IENV a k, 5 on Card Bl .
















- 1 MSC LSTS
- 2 LTV LSTS
a 3 General Chamber
Solar Input Index
- -2 Solar lamps off
» -1 Use last solar data inp
a 0 Solar data to be input,
use stored solar screen
data .*
a 1 Solar data and solar screen
data to be input
Floor input index
a -1 Use last floor data input.
a 0 Thermocouple data to be input.
Stored floor node data to
be used. *
• 1 Node and Node temperatures
to be input.
LSTS IR heater data input index
a -1 Use last heater data input.
a 0 Tier angle and tier temperature
to be input. .
» -2 LSTS heaters are off.
Background input index •
• -1 Use last E.G. data input.
a 0 Input I.R. and solar B.G data .
LESTER option (IENV «= 5) , timeline
tape input index .
a 0 Use currently generated output
tape, as timeline,
a 1 Use previously generated output
tape as timeline (Tape mounted
on UNIT C, See Section 5.1)




* Stored Data Presented in Appendix D.
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Columns Format Nomenclature Description
Card F2 (Omit for ISOLAR --2, -1, 0)
l-l* lU ML Number of solar screen lengths.
5-8 lU NW Number of solar screen widths.
(ML X NW is' the number of solar screen nodes.
ML X NW must be less than 280)
9-16 F8.3 SUND Sun angle above the -X axis horizon,
degrees .
1^ -21* F8.3 HEIGS Height of solar screen, ft.
25-32 F8.3. WIDTHS Width of solar screen, ft.
33-1*0 F8;3.. ALFSOL Set equal to 1.0.
Card F3 (Omit for ISOLAR --2, -1, 0)
1-80 10F8.3 ALFS(l) Absorptivity of material i to the
solar lamps.
Card FU (Omit for ISOLAR = -2, -1, l)
1-8 F8.3 SUND Solar lamp vector angle above the
•X axis horizon, degrees*
Card F3 (Omit for ISOLAR » -2,-l)
,i
1-80 10F8.3 SOL(l) Solar''lamp energy on screen node I,
BTU/hr ft2.
Repeat Card F5 as needed to describe the solar lamp flux on each solar
screen node.
Card F6 (Omit for IFLR • -l,+l)
1-80 10F8.3 TEMTC(l) Thermocouple measured temperature,
*F.
Repeat Card F6 as needed to supply thermocouple data for each T.C. (do not
leave any T.C. readings blank).
MSC, 1C «= 1, 32 T.C. values are required
LTV, 1C = 2, 8 T.C. values are required
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Columns Format Nomenclature Description
Card F7 (Omit for IFIE —1, 0)
l-li Ik NUMZNS Number of radial floor increments
desired.
5-8 Ik NB Number of angular divisions, desired.
9-16 F8.3 EPSFIfl Floor emissivity.
17-2U F8.3 RADIUS Floor radius, ft.
Card F8 Floor Node Temperatures (Omit for IFIR - -1,0)
1-80 10F8.3 TEMP(l) Floor node temperature, *R.
Repeat Card F8 as needed to supply floor node temperatures for
NB x NUMZNS floor nodes.
Card F9 (Omit for IBK » -l)
Chamber I.R. background description. 6 cards required to input this data.




K » 1 e =-90
K=2 -e-—1*5
K = 3 - e » 0
K » U ^ = i * 5
K • 5 -e = 90
Card F10 (Omit for IBK = -l)
Chamber solar albedo background description 6 cards required to input
this data.
1-80 10F8.3 ((QBS(I,J,K),K=1,5),J=1^ ),I=1,3)
(Same indices as the I.R. data)
Card Fll (Omit for ILAMP » -l,or IENV = 5)






























Columns Format Nomenclature Description
Card F12 (Omit for ILAMP « -l)
1-8 F8.3 ANG(J,l) Zone J, tier 1, LSTS lamp inclina-
tion angle, degrees.
9-l6 F8-3 ANG(J,2) Zone J, tier 2, LSTS lamp inclina-
tion angle , degrees .
17-21* F8.3 ANG(J,3) .Zone J, tier 3, LSTS lamp inclina-
tion angle , degrees .
Repeat Card F12 for each power zone. For chambers with only 2 tiers/
zone, input ANG(J,l) and ANG(«J,2) only.
Card F13 LESTER Option Timeline
l-l* iU IND LESTER option chamber environment
change or update index.
a 0 no change
» -1 T.V. chamber environment
change. No calculation
at this time. Read in a
new Card Fl.
5-8 iU M (Omit for ITAPE »0,1) Reference
coordinate system (RCS) mode,
(See Table 5-2 and Appendix A)..
9-16 F8.3 TIME Mission time, hrs . .-(Set time =
2.0 for ITAPE = 0,1)
17-2H Blank
25-32 F8.3 X RCS X chamber position, ft.
33-1*0 F8.3 Y RCS Y chamber position, ft.
hl-hQ F8.3 Z RCS Z chamber position, ft.
9^-56 F8.3 PHI RCS azimuth position, deg. (Omit for
ITAPE = 0,1)
Card FlU LESTER Card Input of Absorbed Heats (Omit for ITAPE =0,1)
1-80 10F8.3 QA(l) Absorbed heat on each reference
coordinate system node, BTU/hr.
Repeat Card FlU- as many times as required to furnish the absorbed heat
for each node.
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5.^ .7 Tape Combining Option
IENV = 6 on Card Bl.
Columns Format Nomenclature Description
Card GI Tape and Point Specification Timeline
1-1* iH IT Tape unit number of original tape,
(see Section 5.3).
5-8 lU IP Environment timeline point number
from tape IT to be put on output
tape.
9-16 F8.3 TIME Mission time, hrs, to be printed on
the output tape for the environment
point IP on tape IT.
TIME > Q; write the environment on
output tape.
TIME < 0»tape end of file and program
end.
TIME = 0, read in a new Card Bl for
other environment calculations.
17-2l< F8.3 DTIME Length.of time the reference
coordinate system (RCS) remains
in this position, hrs.









Parametric Properties Evaluation Option






Solar absorptivity for each material L,
(.20 materials total).
Thermal emissivity for each material
L, (20 materials total).
Mount the input tape on logical unit 7> (file E).
5.^ .9 . Output Tape Read and Print Option
IENV = 8 on Card Bl.
No data cards are required for this option. Mount input tape on logical
unit T, (file E). > •
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5.U.10 Deep Space Environment












































Number of .spacecraft surfaces,
(maximum of lU allowed)
Sun angle from the -X axis horizon,
deg. Sun angle may "be positive or
negative.
Specification. (Omit for ISC = 0)
X position of surface i, ft.
Y position of surface i, ft.
Z position of surface i, ft.
Azimuth angle of surface i normal, deg.
Inclination angle of surface i normal ,
deg.
Width of surface i, ft.
Height of surface i, ft.
I.E. emissivity of surface i.
Solar absorptivity of surface i .
Temperature of surface i, °F. If =
-U60., the program assumes that the
surface is adiabatic and calculates
the adiabatic surface temperature.
Repeat Card J2 for ISC number of times to describe each spacecraft surface.
Maximum number of surfaces allowed is 11*. "
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v. 5.5 Bun Failure Analysis
A resume of errors found during data card input-will be printed
by the EHFR. Any errors detected will cause the program to end further
data processing and will generate an,"end:of file" mark on the output tape.
Diagnostic messages printed by the EHFR will contain the name of the input
variable and the card number on which the data is located. (First data
card is Al).
Typically, input errors will result from specifying variables
and indices that are unrealistic or out of the range of program operation.
For example: on Card A13» 1C > 3 or NZ > 6 would cause the program to
end since these indices are not within'the program range; or on Card D2,
W(I) < 0 or EC(l) > 1.0 would cause the program to terminate operation
since a negative spacecraft surface width or IR emissivity greater than
1.0 are unrealistic.
On the position timeline specification card, Card B2, care should
be exercised to assure that mission time between the various positions is
always positive, and that the reference coordinate system mode is not zero
or greater than the maximum stated in Table 5-2. The differential time
variable, DTIME, should result in positive non-zero time increments
between time points. Failure to do these will result in a program
termination and a diagnostic message.
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6.0 MULTIPLE REFLECTIONS ROUTINE
The multiple reflections routine (MRR) was developed as a companion
program to the EHFR to account for the solar and infrared spectra energy
reflections and absorption between the various nodes of a reference coordinate
system employed by the EHFR. The analytical techniques and governing equations
used by MRR, and the MRR Users Manual are presented 1n this section.
6.1 MRR Analytical Techniques
The total absorbed heat due to the multiple reflections of environmental
incident energy is calculated in the MRR by performing radioslty energy balances
for each RCS node. The radiosity technique results in two sets of linear
equations describing the RCS node surface radioslties in the solar and infrared
spectra. The N linear equations with N unknowns (N is the number of RCS nodes)
are then solved by the MRR.
RCS node incident energy, H, in terms of surface radiosities, can
be written for the infrared and solar spectra as follows:
H. • 6, * E Bj F,.,,
where:
G = the direct environmental incident energy in either the
solar or infrared spectra calculated by the EHFR.
The radioslty of any RCS node surface (B) must be equal to the
reflected incident energy of that surface (the emitted energy is considered
in thermal simulator employed later).
therefore
Bi = (1 - a.)H. (6-1)
The absorbed energy of any RCS node surface is:
Q1 = A.(B. - H.) (6-2)
From 6-1 and 6-2:
Q. = - A. a. H.
The above equations can now be rearranged and written in the following
form:
n
 Qi T 1
U-J- «4< - 0-a«) F, , (6-3)
where: 6-^ = 0 for i f j
• J
6.. = 1 for i = j
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In matrix notation, equation 6-4 can be written as:
G = fl'C (6-4)1




The MRR program solves the above radiosity network to find the
absorbed heat due to direct and reflected energy in the solar and infrared
spectra by inverting the C matrix defined by equation 6-4.
«1r = Ci 6ir
Before running the MRR, the user must calculate accurately the
form factors between each of the RCS nodes. For large RCS systems, such as
the EMU-LRV with 408 nodes, this can be a considerable effort. Additionally,
the run time of the MRR is a cubic function of the number of RCS nodes which
can view each other (F-y >0). It is therefore recommended that only those
nodes which experience a significant amount of reflections be considered for
the multiple reflections analyses.
6.2 MRR Users Manual
The Multiple Reflections Routine (MRR) was written in Fortran V for
use on the NASA-MSC Uniyac 1108 computer employing an Exec II Processor.
This users manual contains the necessary information to prepare input da-ta,
to submit computer runs, and to successfully execute the various environmental
timelines and program options.
For operation on the MSC Univac 1108 system, using overlay pro-
visions, the MRR program is stored on magnetic tape with the input data deck
and appropriate monitor controls submitted on punched cards. The Univac 1108
peripheral equipment (tape units, Fastran units, and high speed drums) required
by the EHFR, must be specified by monitor control cards. The order of monitor
control and data deck card set up is as follows:
gZ RUN
nN MSG FILE REQ. TAPE 6 FH432 4 FSTRN 2
o
I '.-. ASG A=XXXXX (PROGRAM TAPE NUMBER)
o
I ASG D=XXXXX (ENVIRONMENTAL HEAT FLUX INPUT TAPE)
This is the flux output tape from EHFR version 4
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gS ASG E=IEHN- (FLUX OUTPUT TAPE TO BE SAVED)
This is an environmental heat flux tape in the same format
as the EHFR heat flux tape with the fluxes modified to
include multiple reflections.
g ASG F=XXXX (MODE 1 FORM FACTOR INPUT TAPE)





g ASG Q,T,X (FASTRAN UNITS)








COL. 1-10 F10.0 TIME = 0.0 INITIAL RUN
> 0.0 LAST TIME POINT COMPLETED ON
PREVIOUS RUN
8 EOF
The data deck and control card set up must be accompanied by a
MSC Form 588 run request card for submittal. The input tape numbers, output
tapes necessary, problem run time and output required are designated on the
run request card. If output tapes are to be saved, a separate tape reel label
(MSC Form 874) for each tape must also be submitted with the run.




RTIME = 15 + N^tp
RTIME = Computer run time, minutes





A RCS node area, Ft .
B Radiosity of energy source, BTU/hr-ft2
-•'••:'.•> j>
dA .: Differential environment, source node i area, ft
Fa-b Geometric form factor from surface a to surface b r
F . Geometric form factor from RCS node n to RCS node 1
F . Geometric form factor from RCS node n to RCS node iq
 located in quadrant q
F / \ Unblocked RCS node view to space in quadrant q
F
 bi RCS node decimal percentage of unblocked, view to energy
source node i
F
 bs Unblocked RCS node view to space
G RCS node environmental incident energy, BTU/hr-ft2
H Incident energy, BTU/hr-ft2
 ;
N RCS node unit normal vector
N$1- Environment source node unit normal vector
Q RCS node total absorbed energy, BTU/hr
q Quadrant number of energy
R RCS node to energy source node vector
T Temperature of energy source, °R
T
 bw Adi abatic wall temperature of RCS node, °R
Greek




to Angle between RCS node normal vector and the RCS node to
energy source node vector
u . Angle between energy source node normal vector and the energy
source node to RCS node vector
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Subscripts
i Node of RCS system
x<>ir Infrared spectra
j Node of RCS system
o Location of RCS origin,with respect to the
environment origin
r RCS node data with respect to RCS origin
s Solar spectra
se RCS node data with respect to environment origin
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APPENDIX A
APOLLO EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT
REFERENCE COORDINATE SYSTEM
1.0 SUMMARY
The Apollo Extra-Vehicular Mobility Unit (EMU) reference coordin-
ate system employed in the Environmental Heat Flux Routine (EHFR) consists
of a geometr.ic nodal model which is arranged in several different nodal
configurations (called modes). The modes define the expected posi-
tions that the EMU will experience during the astronaut extra-vehicular
activities on the lunar surface, in orbit, and during thermal vacuum cham-
ber operations. The EMU reference coordinate system (RCS) data employed by and
stored within the EHFR are described in this appendix. These data consist
of: geometric model and nodal nomenclature definition; nodal coordinate data
for each of the five EMU modes; nodal self blockage data; node-material com-
position data; and curves of material absorptivity as a function of source
temperature.
2.0 EMU GEOMETRIC MODEL DEFINITION
The external configuration of the Apollo EMU, shown schematically
in Figure A-l, consists of: the space suit (integrated thermal-meteoroid
protection garment, ITMG); the Extra-Vehicular (EV) Boots and Gloves; the
Portable Life Support System (PLSS) with its associated Remote Control Unit
(RCU); the Oxygen Purge System (OPS); the umbilicals and connector hard-
ware; and the Lunar Extra- Vehicular Visor 'Assembly' (LEVA) . Basic geometric
nodal models of these components previously developed by G.E. in References
A-l and A-2, have been used with considerable modification in the develop-
ment of the EMU reference coordinate system described herein.
The component geometric models which have been developed are pre-
sented in Figures A-2 through A-8. These models were generated by sub-
dividing the exterior surfaces of the components into finite nodal areas
with planer surfaces. Planes of common intersection exist at all points of
possible body movement (i.e., ankles, knees, hips, etc.) so that the nodal
distribution need only be relocated about these planes to simulate dif-
ferent body positions. A summary of the EMU nodal distribution for each
component is presented in Table A-l.
The component geometric models in Figures A-2 through A-8 employ
a four digit identification number to locate the various nodal surfaces.
The first two digits (or node prefix number) represent a particular region
of the EMU with the third digit representing a particular section of that
region. As an example, OU-25 identifies a node on the left leg (the Ok




SUMMARY OF THE EMU NODAL DISTRIBUTION
Node
Prefix Location Number of
Number Nodes
01 Right Boot 11
02 Left Boot 11
03 Right Leg l6
OU Left Leg l6
05 Midsection 30
06 Lower Torso 12
07 Upper Torso 15
08 Neck Area 8
09 Right Shoulder l6
10 Left Shoulder l6
11 Right Arm l6
12 Left Arm l6
13 Right Glove k
Ik Left Glove k
15 Helmet 38
16 Visors 2k
17 Portable Life 13
Support System
18 Oxygen Purge System 8
19 Remote Control Unit 7




3.0 REFERENCE COORDINATE SYSTEM DATA
The basic nodal geometric models defined above were arranged into
five different modes that describe the expected EMU EV activity body posi-
tions. These modes define standing, kneeling, floating, bending, and walk-
ing positions of the EMU.
RCS MODE MODE MODE
INDEX * NUMBER NAME FIGURE
0 1 Bending A-10 •
0 2 Walking A-ll
0 3 Kneeling A-12
1 1 Standing A-13
1 2 Floating A-l^
The nodal geometric data consist of the node midpoint coordin-
ates , the surface normal-vectors, and node surface areas. The coordinate
system is right handed system with its origin at the ground or feet of the
EMU. The front of the EMU is oriented in the positive X direction as seen
in Figure A-10. Figure A-9 shows the geometrical convention used to define
the surface normal vectors: the azimuth angle being measured in the X-Y
plane (counter clockwise from the positive X axis), and the elevation angle
being measured from the X-Y plane.
The self blockage data consist of the node's unblocked view of
the environment from each of the four "viewing quadrants", (details of the
quadrant method of self blockage used by the EHFR are discussed in Section
3.3).
The nodal thermal property data consist of the node-material com-
position and curves of material absorptivity as a function of temperatures.
Node-material composition data describe the material covering each node:
teflon coated beta cloth, Chromel R, Boot and glove rubber, polysulfone, blue
and red connectors, hard point (anodized aluminum), and holes. The material
absorptivity curves used within the EHFR were obtained from Figure 5 of Ref-
erence A-3 and from References A-U and A-5- These data are presented in Figure
A-15- EHFR solar absorptivity is calculated from these curves at a source tem-
perature of 10l*60°R.
A detailed listing of the nodal geometric data, self blockage
data, and nodal thermal property data that comprise the EMU reference coor-
dinate system may be obtained from the EHFR by inputing the proper print
indices on Card A-2 (Section 5.1* of the report) during EHFR execution.
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FIGURE A-6 GEOMETRICAL MODELS FOR THE OXYGEN PURGE SYSTEM


























^ = Azimuth angle of normal vector
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APOLLO EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT/LUNAR
ROVING VEHICLE REFERENCE COORDINATE SYSTEM
1.0 SUMMARY
The Apollo Extra-Vehicular Mobility Unit/Lunar Roving Vehicle
(EMU/LRV) reference coordinate system employed in the Environmental Heat
Flux'Routine (EHFR) consists of a geometric nodal model which is arranged
in three different nodal configurations (modes). These modes
define the expected configurations that the EMU and. LRV will experience
during the astronaut extra-vehicular activities on the lunar surface and
during thermal vacuum chamber operation. The EMU/LRV reference coordinate
system (RCS) data employed by and stored within the EHFR are described in
this appendix. These data consist of: geometric mode and node nomenclature
definition; node coordinate data for each of the EMU/LRV modes; node self
blockage data; node-material composition data; and curves of material absorp-
tivity as a function of source temperature. The unique EMU/LRV timeline in-
put requirements allowing the EMU to move independently from the LRV are also
described.
2.0 EMU/LRV GEOMETRIC MODEL DEFINITION
The external configuration of the Apollo EMU/LRV is shown schema-
tically in Figure B-l with the two EMU's seated on the LRV. A detailed
model of EMU #1 (seated on the left side of the LRV) is used in the EMU/LRV
reference coordinate system since EMU/LRV interface analyses are of primary
interest. The LRV and EMU #2 geometric models consist basically of those
nodes which thermally affect the EMU #1.
For EMU #1 the detailed EMU 349 node geometric model and nodal
nomenclature developed in Appendix A are employed in the EMU/LRV reference
coordinate system model. The EMU #1 component geometric models are shown
in Figures A-2 through A-8 of Appendix A. The EMU #1 nodal distribution for
each component is presented in Table A-l.
The 59 node geometric model developed for the LRV and EMU #2 is
shown in Figure B-2. Component models of the LRV'and EMU #2 are presented
in Figures B-3 through B-6. These figures are drawn in pictorial detail
for clarity as the nodes are only in the faces of the indicated surfaces.
The EMU/LRV reference coordinate system node-component description
and nomenclature are presented in Table B-l.
3.0 REFERENCE COORDINATE SYSTEM DATA
The basic nodal geometric model defined above was arranged into
three different modes that describe the expected EMU/LRV lunar surface and
thermal vacuum chamber activity positions. The modes, which define the
driving and two parking configurations of the EMU/LRV, are described in
Table B-2. The driving mode (mode 1), which has both EMU's seated on the
B-l
LRV, is shown schematically in Figure B-l. The LRV has the antenna and
TV camera deployed, and dust covers down. The parking modes (modes 2 and 3)
have . both EMU's off of the LRV. For these modes, the EMU # 1 model is in
the bending position (Figure B-8)~and may move independently of the LRV-
EMU #2. Figure B-9 shows the #1 parking configuration (mode 2) where the LRV
is in the long term storage condition (i.e., between sorties) with the antenna
and TV camera stowed, and the dust covers up. The #2 parking conditions (mode
3), shown in Figure B-10, simulates the short term sortie parking condition
where the LRV remains in basically the driving configuration.
The nodal geometric data consist of node midpoint coordinates,
the surface normal-vectors, and node surface areas. The coordinate sys-
tem is right handed system with its origin at the ground and under the
seat of the EMU/LRV in the driving mode (Figure B-2). For the parking
modes, the LRV coordinate origin remains at the ground, under the seat with
EMU # 1 coordinate origin being at the ground between the feet of the EMU
(Figure B-8). The front of the EMU/LRV is oriented in the positive X direc-
tion as seen in the figures. The geometrical convention used for the surface
normal vectors defines the vector azimuth angle being measured in the X-Y
plane (counter clockwise from the positive X axis), and the elevation angle
being measured from the X-Y plane (see Figure A-9 of Appendix A).
The self blockage data consist of the node unblocked view of
the environment from each of the four "viewing quadrants", (details of
the quadrant method of self blockage used by the EHFR are discussed in
Section 3.3). For the driving mode, the EMU #2 and LRV produce signifi-
cant self blockage effects on the EMU #1 and vice versa. For the parking
modes (modes 2 and 3), the EMU #1 is assumed to be thermally disconnected
from the LRV and EMU #2. This permits simulation of independent movement
of the EMU #1 with respect to the LRV-EMU #2 for conditions where there •
are only small thermal effects between them. Thus, there is no self-
blockage between the EMU # 1 and the LRV-EMU #2 nodes for modes 2 and 3.
The nodal thermal property data consists of the node-material com-
position and curves of material absorptivity as a function of temperature.
Node-material composition data describe the material covering each node. For
the EMU, the materials consist of teflon coated beta cloth, Chrome! R, Boot
and glove rubber, polysulfone, blue and red connectors, hard point (ano-
dized aluminum), and holes. The absorptivity - temperature curve data
presented in Figure A-15 of Appendix A is stored in the EHFR and used for
these EMU/LRV materials. For the LRV, the materials consist of fiberglass,
wire mesh (wheels), black anodized aluminum, clear anodized aluminum,
white paint, white webbing, green webbing, and mylar backed beta cloth.
The absorptivity curve data, stored in the EHFR for these materials, are
presented in^Figure B-ll.
A detailed listing of the nodal geometric data, self blockage
data, and node thermal property data that comprise the EMU/LRV reference
coordinate system may be obtained from the EHFR by inputing the proper
print indices on Card A-2 (Section 5.4 of the report) during EHFR execution.
B-2
4.0 EMU/LRV COORDINATE SYSTEM TIMELINE INPUT
The EMU/LRV reference coordinate system timeline input to the
EHFR (Card B-2) differs slightly from other RCS models since the EMU #1
can have independent movement with respect to the remainder of the EMU/LRV
nodes for the parking modes.
For the driving mode (mode 1), the EMU/LRV timeline input (Card
B-2) specifies the position/orientation of the entire EMU/LRV model. For
the parking modes, the timeline input on Card B2 specifies the EMU #1 posi-
tion/orientation data with the EHFR assuming that the LRV-EMU #2 position/
orientation data are identical to the last driving mode timeline point
input into the EHFR. This allows the EMU #1 to move independently with
respect to the remainder of the EMU/LRV model. The first timeline point
input into the EHFR for the EMU/LRV must specify the driving mode in order
to obtain LRV-EMU #2 position/orientation data to be used for later parking
mode calculations. In the event that the user specifies a parking mode for
the first timeline point, the EHFR assumes the LRV-EMU #2 to have the
following X, Y, Z position and azimuth: 0, 0, 0, 0.
5.0 REFERENCES
B-l Personal Communication Between D. A. DeLaughter of VMSC and
P. H. McKinney of General Electric Apollo Systems Department,
27 July 1970.
B-3
TABLE B-l LRV/EMU GEOMETRIC MODEL DESCRIPTION
NODE NUMBER NODE NAME DESCRIPTION
1 to 349 - EMU #1 (See Appendix A)
350 LR-01 Wheel right front, facing LRV
351 LR-02 Wheel right rear, facing LRV
352 LR-03 Wheel left rear, facing LRV
353 LR-04 Wheel left front, facing LRV
354 LR-05 - Fender right front, facing LRV
355 LR-06 Fender right rear, facing LRV
356 LR-07 Fender left rear, facing LRV
357 LR-08 Fender left front, facing LRV
358 LR-09 Display console, forward top
359 LR-10 Display console, back
360 LR-11 Display console, left side
361 LR-12 Display console, right side
362 LR-13 Control box, top
363 LR-14 Control box, left side
364 LR-15 Control box, right side
365 LR-16 Control box, back
366 LR-17 Forward equip. Section, left side
367 LR-18 Forward equip, section, back
368 LR-19 Forward equip, section, right side
369 LR-20 Forward equip, section, top
370 LR-21 Display console handhold
271 LR-22 Left Seat handhold
372 LR-23 Foot rest
373 LR-24 TV camera, top
374 LR-25 TV camera, left side
375 LR-26 TV camera, back
376 LR-27 T-handle
377 LR-28 Arm rest
378 LR-29 LCRU, right side
379 LR-30 LCRU, left side
380 LR-31 LCRU, top
381 LR-32 Panel center chassis, top
382 LR-33 Panel rear chassis, top
383 LR-34 Tool box, front, man #1
384 LR-35 Tool box, top, man #1
385 LR-36 EMU #2, PLSS-OPS, left side
386 LR-37 EMU #2, PLSS back
387 LR-38 EMU #2, visor
388 LR-39 EMU #2, leva
389 LR-40 EMU #2, shoulder
390 LR-41 EMU #2, chest
391 LR-42 EMU #2, arm and side




















































EMU seat top, surface
EMU seat back, rear surface
EMU seat back, front surface
EMU seat, bottom surface
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FIGURE B-9 LUNAR ROVING VEHICLE, MODE 2
B-15
















































































































































APOLLO EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT/
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS MODULE BAY
REFERENCE COORDINATE SYSTEM
1.0 SUMMARY
The Apollo Extra-Vehicular Mobility Unit/ Scientific Instruments
Module Bay (EMU/SIM) reference coordinate system employed in the Environ-
mental Heat Flux Routine (EHFR) consists of a geometric nodal model which
is arranged in two different nodal configurations (herein called modes).
The modes define the expected positions that the EMU will experience during
the Apollo J mission extra-vehicular activity in the vicinity of the Command
Module and SIM Bay. The EMU/SIM Bay reference coordinate system data
employed by and stored within the EHFR are described in this appendix.
These data consist of geometric mode and node nomenclature definition;
nodal coordinate data for the two EMU/SIM modes; nodal self blockage data;
node-material composition data; and curves of material absorptivity as a
function of source temperature.
2.0 EMU/SIM GEOMETRIC MODEL DEFINITION
The external configuration of the Apollo EMU, Command and Service
Module (CSM), and SIM Bay are schematically shown in Figures C-l and C-2.
A detailed model of the EMU was selected for the EMU/SIM reference coordinate
system since EMU-CSM-SIM interface analyses are of primary interest. The
CSM and SIM Bay geometric model consists, therefore, of basically those
nodes which have a thermal effect on the EMU.
The detailed 349 node EMU model and nodal nomenclature developed
in Appendix A has been used with some modification for employment in the
EMU/SIM reference coordinate system. The EMU component geometric models
are shown in Figures A-2 through A-8 of Appendix A. The EMU J mission RCS con-
figuration required the following changes to the EMU model of Appendix A:
the PLSS (Figure A-6) is deleted; the RCU (Figure A-7) is deleted; and the
LCG, 03 inlet, Og outlet, and RCU umbilicals (Figure A-8) are deleted. The
EMU configuration used is shown schematically in Figure C-3.
The 57 node geometric model developed for the CSM and SIM Bay is
shown in Figure C-4. The EMU/SIM reference coordinate system node-
component description and nomenclature are presented in Table C-l.
3.0 REFERENCE COORDINATE SYSTEM DATA
The basic nodal geometric model defined above was arranged into
two different modes that describe the EMU EV activity body positions ex-
pected during trans-earth flight: the egressing and retrieving modes. The
egressing mode (mode 1) shown in Figure C-l depicts the EMU/SIM configuration
during astronaut familiarization, T.V. camera deployment, cassette transfer
and rest periods. Figure C-2 shows the EMU/SIM in the retrieving mode
C-l
(mode 2) during which the astronaut retrieves the two film cassettes from
the SIM Bay.
The nodal geometric data consist of the node midpoint coordinates,
the surface normal-vectors, and node surface areas. The coordinate system
is right handed system with its origin between the feet of the EMU. The
front of the EMU is oriented in the positive X direction as seen in Figure
C-3. Figure A-9 of Appendix A shows the geometrical convention used to
define the surface normal vectors: the azimuth angle being measured in the
X-Y plane (counter clockwise from the positive X axis), and the elevation
angle being measured from the X-Y plane.
The self blockage data consist of the node unblocked view of the
environment from each of the four "viewing quadrants". Details of the
quadrant method of self blockage used by the EHFR are discussed in Section
3.
The nodal thermal property data consists of the node-material
composition and curves of material absorptivity as a function of temperature.
Node-material composition data describe the material covering each node.
For the EMU the materials are: teflon coated beta cloth, Chromel R, Boot
and glove rubber, polysulfone, blue and red connectors, hard point (anodized
aluminum), and holes. The EMU material absorptivity curves presented in Figure
A-15 of Appendix A are stored in the EHFR for use in the EMU/SIM reference
coordinate system. The nine absorptivity temperature curves used for the
SIM Bay and Command Module materials/coatings are presented in Figure C-5.
A detailed listing of the nodal geometric data, self blockage
data, and node thermal property data that comprise the EMU/SIM reference
coordinate system may be obtained from the EHFR by inputing the proper
print indices on Card A-2 (Section 5.4 of the report) during EHFR execution.
4.0 EMU/SIM TIMELINE INPUT
Analyses of the EMU/SIM environments during Apollo J mission trans-
earth flight using the EHFR requires that solar angle data (Card Jl) and RCS
azimuth angle (Card B2) be input data. Currently NASA-MSC specifies the
"solar look angles" which are measured with respect to CSM coordinates for
use in 0 mission analyses. These "solar look angles" are defined in Figure
C-6. The correspondence between the NASA-MSC solar look angles and the
EHFR solar and azimuth angles for the two EMU/SIM modes are tabulated in
Table C-2 for the range of values expected during the J mission flight.
5.0 REFERENCES
C-l Data collected by P. B. Scheps, VMSC Houston Technical Represen-
tative.
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Skin above ECS radiator
Skin above ECS radiator
Skin above SIM bay
Skin above ECS radiator





Skin below ECS radiator
Skin below ECS radiator
Skin below SIM bay
Skin below ECS radiator
Skin below ECS radiator
Compartment 1
Compartment 1
Floor of Compartment 2
Wall of Compartment 2
Upper Bulkhead - Compartment 2
Slanted Rear Bulkhead - Compartment 2
Wall of Compartment 2







385 Open Hatch Door
386 Hatch Opening
387 IMP in Hatch Opening
RCS Quads:
388 Quad A Thruster Surface
389 Quad A Thruster Surface
390 Quad A Thruster Surface
391 Quad A Thruster Surface
392 Quad B Thruster Surface
393 Quad B Thruster Surface
394 Quad B Thruster Surface













FIGURE C-l EGRESSING MODE (MODE 1)
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TABLE C-2 MSC AND EHFR SOLAR ANGLE CORRESPONDENCE
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THERMAL VACUUM CHAMBER CONFIGURATION DATA
This Appendix describes the two thermal vacuum chamber (TVC)
configurations that have been analyzed using the EHFR, tabulates the cham-
ber model data stored in the EHFR, and references the available test data
used for TVC EHFR simulation. The two chambers are the NASA-MSC Chamber B
located in Houston, Texas, and the LTV Aerospace Corporation VMSC Space
Environment Simulator chamber in Dallas, Texas. These two thermal vacuum
chambers have been used for extensive manned and unmanned testing of the
Apollo Extravehicular Mobility Unit with analysis of the test data per-
formed using the EHFR. The MSC Chamber B and LTV VMSC chamber are des-
cribed in Sections 1.0 and 2.0, respectively, of this Appendix.
The TVC energy sources analyzed by the EHFR include direct
solar radiation, Lunar Surface Thermal Simulator (LSTS) heater element
emission, solar albedo background, infrared background, and chamber floor
energy. The analytical approach employed by the EHFR to obtain the ther-
mal vacuum chamber environments are described in detail in Section 4.4 of
the main report. The chamber model data used by and stored in the EHFR
to simulate these energy sources, are summarized in Table D-l and described
in detail below.
Thermal vacuum chamber tests simulating lunar surface condi-
tions have been performed with both the MSC and LTV chambers. EHFR ana-
lyses of test conditions has been performed using measured test data
which includes: LSTS tier temperatures and tilt angles, chamber floor
temperatures, albedo and infrared energy levels, and solar simulation in-
tensity. A bibliography of references documenting this TVC test data is
presented in Section 3.0 of this Appendix with a summary of the lunar sur-
face conditions simulated by the MSC Chamber B and LTV-VMSC chambers
presented in Section 1.0 and 2.0, respectively.
1.0 MSC CHAMBER B
The NASA-MSC Chamber B configuration is pictured in Figure
D-l and is shown schematically in Figure D-2. The major components consist
of an LSTS, chamber floor, solar simulation modules, and a folding mirror.
The solar simulation modules consist of six carbon arc lamps
located in the Chamber B overhead. The folding mirror is designed to re-
flect the Chamber B overhead collimated solar energy into the test area
(chamber floor) at sun vector elevation angles of 33° or 48°. The mirror,
consisting of a vapor deposited aluminum coating on glass, is mounted on a
heavy aluminum plate structure. The structure is temperature controlled
to about 60°F by a water flow loop.
D-l
The columinated solar flux reflected from the mirror passes
through the LSTS heater element array causing shadows on the solar screen
(see Section 4.4 for definition of solar screen). Figures D-3 and D-4 de-
fine the solar screen nodal and shadows areas, and also identifies the MSC
solar module location relative to the screen node areas. Table D-2 de-
fines the percentage of shadow area to total area for those nodes with LSTS
shadows.
The lunar floor, schematically shown in Figure D-5, is a
10 foot diameter aluminum disc which.is painted with high infrared emit-
tance coating. It is composed of two halves which can be independently
heated or cooled between the temperature limits of * 300°F. A four by
six foot area of the floor is painted with a reflective paint in order to
reduce temperature gradients of the floor caused by solar flux impingements.
The thirty-two thermocouples used to measure floor temperatures during
testing are identified and located on Figure D-5. The 600 node floor
model used for simulation in the EHFR is shown on Figure D-6. The routine
automatically interpolates the input thermocouple data to assign the indi-
vidual floor node temperatures.
The LSTS consists of a vertical strip heater array which, to-
gether.with the controlled floor, simulates the infrared heat fluxes of a
lunar plain or crater. The LSTS assembly, shown in Figure D-7, is
approximately 11 feet in diameter and 9 feet high. A safety fence, fabri-
cated from aluminum tubing and heavy gage wire, prohibits test subject
contact with the LSTS heater elements during a test. The clear working
diameter inside the simulator safety cage is 9 feet. A door is provided
for test subject ingress-egress.
The heater array consists of 12 structural modules each having
four tiers of tiltable heater elements. The array is divided into 4 power
zones with each zone consisting of two tiers of heater elements on six
structural modules. A common torque shaft connects the six modules so that
the heater element tiers can be adjusted simultaneously anywhere between
*80° off the verticle. The zone and tier definition is shown on Figures
D-2 and D-7. As seen by heater element stored data shown in Table D-l,
each zone and tier have an identical number of heater elements. In addi-
tion to the zone/tier/heater element data specified on Table D-l, the
EHFR also stores the individual heater element grometric data which in-
cludes the element coordinate,area, and azimuth/inclination angles. A
detailed listing of this data for the MSC Chamber B configuration may be
obtained from the EHFR by inputing the proper print index on Card A-2
(see Section 5.4 of the report).
Several manned lunar surface thermal environment tests in
the NASA-MSC Chamber B have been conducted utilizing the LSTS. Calibra-
tion of the chamber has provided data for use in the EHFR for simulation
of the test conditions. This data includes floor temperatures, background
energy levels, and LSTS tier temperatures and tilt angles. The lunar sur-
face conditions simulated and the appropriate references where the Chamber
B data can be obtained are presented in Table D-3.
D-2
2.0 LTV-VMSC CHAMBER
The LTV-VMSC chamber configuration is pictured in Figure D-8
"and is shown schematically in Figure D-9. The major components consist of
an LSTS, chamber floor, solar simulation lamps, solar lamp shutters, and
an LN2 cooled shroud.
The solar flux is simulated with 20 Mercury-Xenon lamps located
at one end of the chamber. A shutter and screen mechanism between the lamps
and test area provides the capability for quick shut off of energy or
light attenuation. The chamber configuration thus provides for only 0°
solar vector elevation. Other solar vector elevations can be simulated
only by adjusting the flux level of the solar lamps.
The lunar floor, schematically shown in Figure D-10, is a 5
foot diameter aluminum disc which is coated with a high emittance coating.
Eight thermocouples used to measure floor temperatures during testing are
identified and located on Figure D-10. The 150 node floor model used for
EHFR floor analyses is shown in Figure D-ll. The routine automatically
interpolates the thermocouple data to assign the floor node temperatures.
Since thermocouples are located in only one of the four floor quadrants,
floor temperatures are assumed to be symetric about the X axis, Y axis,
and the floor center point.
The LTV-VMSC LSTS consists of a strip heater array which, with
the floor, simulate the infrared heat fluxes of the lunar surface. The
heater elements consist of quartz lamps inside a cylindrical stainless
steel sleeve. The sleeve backside (away from the test area) is insulated
so that most heater element energy is emitted to the test area. The
heater array is divided into 6 power zones with each zone having two tiers
of til table heater elements. The zones are divided such that they are
hemi-cylindrical in shape. The zone and tier definition is shown in
Figure D-9. Tier tilt angles for the heater element must be set
individually for each element. As seen in Table D-l, each zone and tier
have a different number heater elements. The EHFR also stores the indivi-
dual heater element geometric data which is not shown on Table D-l. This
data consists of the heater element center point coordinates, area, and
azimuth/inclination angles. A detailed listing of this data may be
obtained from the EHFR by inputing the proper print index on Card A-2
(see Section 5.4 of the report).
Unmanned EMU lunar surface environment tests run in the LTV-
VMSC Chamber have provided data which has been used in the EHFR for
simulation of the test conditions. The lunar surface conditions simulated
are: lunar night, 10:1 crater with a 33° solar elevation, 10:1 crater
with a 48° solar elevation. The chamber test data can be obtained from
References D-4 and D-5 which are listed in Section 3.0 of this Appendix.
D-3
3.0 CHAMBER TEST DATA REFERENCES
D-1 Jordan, W. D., Martin, D. M., "An Analysis of the Lunar
Surface Thermal Simulator (LSTS) Calibration", LTV Aerospace
Corporation, Missiles and Space Division, Report No.
T104-RP-0004, 27 June 1969.
D-2 Cox, R. L, DeLaughter, D. A., Jordan, W. D., "A Quick-Look
Summary Report of the Second Lunar Surface Thermal Simulator
(LSTS) Calibration", LTV Aerospace Corporation, Missiles and
Space Division, Report 00.1364, 1 October 1970.
D-3 DeLaughter, D. A., Pearce, J. E, "Pre-Test Analysis to Deter-
mine Lunar Surface Thermal Simulator Settings and Absorbed
Heat Flux for Calibration Test," LTV Aerospace Corporation,
Missiles and Space Division, OO-DIR-261, 25 January 1971.
D-4 Mulcahy, E. L., "A7L Part III Solar Simulator Flux Calibra-
tion," Test Information Release No. OOOTIR-0073, LTV
Aerospace Corporation, Missiles and Space Division, April
1969.
D-5 Mulcahy, E. L., "A7L Part III Lunar Crater Flux Calibration,"
Test Information Release No. OOOTIR-0074, LTV Aerospace Cor-
poration, Missiles and Space Division, April 1969.
D-4
TABLE D-l
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TABLE D-2 CHAMBER B LSTS SHADOWING OF THE SOLAR SCREEN
33° SUN









































































FIGURE D-2 MSC CHAMBER B SCHEMATIC
D-10
VIEW OF FOLD MIRRO
FIGURE D-3 SOLAR SCREEN SHADOWS FOR




























































































































VIEW IN -X DIRECTION
FIGURE D-4 SOLAR SCREEN SHADOWS FOR
















































FIGURE D-10 LTV-VMSC LUNAR FLOOR
D-18
O THERMOCOUPLE LOCATION




The results of two sample problems set up and run on the EHFR-
4 to demonstrate the program capabilities are presented in this Appendix.
Sample problem 1, discussed in Section 1.0, consists of the environment
simulation of the Extravehicular Mobility Unit (EMU) manned qualification
test, number 2. Sample problem 2, a demonstration type problem which exer-
cises a great number of EHFR options, is described in Section 2.0. For each
sample problem, the timeline desired for simulation is tabulated, the data
cards input to the EHFR are listed, and the resulting EHFR output is shown.
Due to the volume of EHFR output only selected pages of the output are pre-
sented.
1.0 EMU QUALIFICATION TEST ENVIRONMENT
Six manned qualification tests of the EMU were conducted during
February and March 1969 in the MSC Space Environment Simulation Laboratory
Chamber B. Environment analysis were performed with the EHFR program using
measured test data and conditions. The partial analysis of the manned quali-
fication test number 2 (lunar plain conditions with a 33° solar elevation)
are presented herein as sample problem number 1. The results of the complete
EMU test correlation analysis are documented by Hixon*.
The qualification test 2 timeline, from Hixon, is shown in
Table E-l. EHFR-4 analysis was performed from the manlock pumpdown (15:55)
thru approximately 45 minutes of "test time" (17:18). The data cards used
for input to the EHFR-4 are listed on pages E-3 through E-6. Sample output
is presented on pages E-7 through E-37.
2.0 SAMPLE PROBLEM 2
A demonstration type problem which exercises many of the EHFR
environment options is presented herein as sample problem 2. The environ-
ments analyzed include: lunar plain with and without spacecraft surfaces
nearby; multiple lunar crater; tape combining option with an MSC Chamber B
TVC environment; intravehicular; and deep space conditions. The timeline
run for the problem is tabulated in Table E-2 (Page E-38). Page E-39 pre-
sents the input data card listing, and pages E-40 through E-60 contain the
sample problem output.
*Hixon, C. W., "Correlation No. I EMU Lunal Qualification Test,"
LTV Aerospace Corporation, Missiles and Space Division, Report 00.1314,
30 June 1970.
E-l
TABLE E-l TEST 2 TIMELINE
REAL TIME TEST TIME EVENT
15:55 Begin manlock pumpdown
16:10 PLSS 02 on, DIV. VLV, "MIN"
16:25 Pump on, fan on
16:26 Feedwater on
16:30 DIV. VLV. "INT"
16:31 Begin ingress
16:33 Crater & deck off
lb:36 Middle of workstand (back to sun)
16:37 Sun visor down
l6:UO Crater & deck power restored
l6:Ul 0 Face to .sun, sun turned on, start initial
rest period at 550 BTU/HR nominal
16:51 00:10 Metabolic load = 1600 BTU/HR nominal
17:07 00:26 DIV. VLV. "MAX"
17:11 00:30 Metabolic load = 2000 BTU/HR nominal
17:26 00:U5 End 2000 BTU/HR (CM side to sun)
17:29 00:1*8 ' Metabolic load = 1000 BTU/HR (Face to sun)
17:35 00:5*1 DIV. VLV. "INT"
17:^ 0 00:59 DIV. VLV. "MAX"
17:U3 ' 1:02 Metabolic load = 550 BTU/HR nominal, right
hand side to sun
17:^ 4 1:03 DIV. VLV. "INT"
1&:00 1:19 RIMS SCAN (for 13 min)
18:OU 1:23 DIV. VLV. "MIN"


























126, 126, 126. 126. 126. 126. 126. 126, 126. 126.
126, 126, T26, 126. 126. 126. 126. 126, 126. 126,
126, 126, 126. 126. 126. 126. 126. 126, 126. 126,
lio. 126, 126, 126. 126. 126. 126, 126, 126. 126,
1 15.0 1.516
48.















































620.000 620.000 620.000 620.000 624.000 624.QQQ 624.000
624.000
624.000
624.QOQ 624.000 624.QQQ 624.QOQ 624.QQQ 624.QQQ 624.QQQ







620.000 620.000 620.000 620.000 620.000 620.000 62Q.QQO 62Q.QOO
62Q.QOQ
62Q.QOQ
620.000 620.000 620.000 620.000 620.000 62Q.OOO 620.000
617.000
62Q.QOQ 620.000





617.QQQ 620.000 620.000 62Q.QOQ 620.OOP 620.OOP 62Q.QOQ 62Q.QOQ
620.QOQ 620.000 620.000 620.000 620.QQQ 622.OOP 622.QQQ





620.000 617.00Q 617.QQQ 617.QQQ 617.QOQ 617.QQQ 617.QQQ 615.QQQ 615.QQQ 615.QQQ
615.000 615.000 615.000 615.000 615.QOQ 615.000 615.000 615,QQQ 615.000 615.QQQ
610.000 610.000 610.000 610.000 610.000 610.QQQ 610.QPQ 612.OOP 613.QQQ 615.QQQ
615.000 615.000 615.COO 615.COO 615.000 615.000 615.OOC 615.000 615.OOP 615.000




^17_._000 617.000 617.000 615.QUO 615.000 615.000 610.QQQ 610.QQQ 610.OOP
610.000 610.000 610.000 610.000 61Q.OQQ 61Q.QQO 61fl .QQO 61Q.QOQ 61Q.QPP
620.POO 620.QOQ 620.000 620.000 620.OOP 620,000 620.000 620.000
617.000
610.OOP
605.000' 605.000 605.000 605.000 6Q5.QOC 605.OOP 6Q5.QOO 6Q7.QOQ 6Q7.QOO 61Q.QOO
610.000 610.000 610.OOP 61P.QOO 61Q.OOQ 610.000 6p7.QQp 6Q7.PQQ 6Q7,QOO 6Q7.QQO
610.000 610.000 615.000 615.000 615.QUO 615.000 615.000 615.QQQ 615.QQQ 615.QQQ
615.PPP 615.QOQ 615.QPP 615.OPO 615.POO 615.000 615.000 615.QQQ 615.QQQ 615.QPP




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































74. 64. HI. 164. 46.5
180.
10. 1.0
.45 0.55 0.51 0.33 1.0
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
100.6 94. 98. 133. 84.5
85. 54. 62. 290. 172.
250. 264. 169.
338. 46. 42. 316. 181.
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The results of a sample problem set up and run on the MRR to
demonstrate the program capabilities are presented in this Appendix. The
sample problem consists of the multiple reflection analyses of two time-
points of the EMU manned qualification test number 2. The EMU manned
qualification test and the EHFR generated environments used as input to
the MRR are reported in Appendix E as sample problem number 1.
The MRR sample problem analyzed EHFR timepoints at 16.6 and
16.683 hours using the MRR problem restart option. The EHFR environment
calculations for these timepoints are shown on Appendix E pages E-19
through E-21. The resulting MRR analyses, presented on pages F-2 through
F 8, tabulate updated adiabatic wall temperatures in °R and environmental
energies in BTU /hr.
The EMU environmental absorbed heats calculated by the EHFR and
modified for multiple reflections by the MRR are compared in Table F-l.
This comparison shows that multiple reflections added approximately 2 1/2%
additional absorbed energy to the EMU. Greater multiple reflections effects
would have been demonstrated if the solar lamps had been on.
TABLE F-l COMPARISON OF EMU ABSORBED HEATS
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